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Dear ABC,

THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.indastro.com/

We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true vedic principles on the internet since 2000 
and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have prepared Life Fortune & 
Karma Report for 20 years:

General Readings:

Your Attitude.
Noble
Large hearted
Magnanimous
Generous
Authority and ambition
Brilliance and boasting
Clever action and commanding
Glory and grace
Hopes and honor
Loyalty and leadership
Respect and royalty
Warmth and zeal
Helpful to mankind
Dignity
Faith in all friends
Co-operation
Head of a show or administrator
Habit of silence
Endlessly energetic
Always forgive and forgot the mistakes

Your Health:
Basic health would be concerned.
Functional, blood pressure and bones related ailments will be there.

Your Important Years in Life:
The 62, 67, 70, 73 and 75th years of your life will be significant ones.

Detailed Readings:
Irrespective of the periods you pass through the following salient points will be highlighted in your life events.
You will have fixed and sharp mind set up about your perspectives of life.
You will get good support of seniors and elders but differences might be there due to conflict with your 
colleagues or sub-ordinates.
Consistent work and hard efforts would be supportive to attain your expected targets of life.
The following are the effects of individual planets in your charts and the future events will Not necessarily be 
exactly in these lines due to mix and match of their effects and also their locations at future points of time.
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Sun:
Forward thinking
Sociable
Humanitarian
Detached
Objective
Emotionally cool
Original
Inventive
Independent
Unpredictable
Democratic
Broad minded
Interest in political affair
Prudent and conscious
Unfavorable for father
Unfavorable for vitality and long life

Moon:
Confident
Assertive
Creative
Show-off
Shy nature
Fond of responsibility
Faithful
Affectionate
Proud
Enthusiastic
Preserving
Dignified
Intuitive and orderly

Mars:
Very strong sex drive
Feelings of bitterness
Resentment or hatred
Vengeful nature
Tricky
Passionate
Inventive
Clever
But resentful
Executive
Able
Materialistic
Proud
Romantic courtship
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Financial profit by marriage
Fond of hazardous enterprises
Weak health in youth stronger later
Unfortunate speculation

Mercury:
Eloquent
Gifted
Metaphysical
Fond of useful work
Intuitive
Good memory
Strong intellect
Preference for mental forms of religion
Traveling for definite object rather than for pleasure

Jupiter:
Conceited
Determined
Haughty
Overbearing
Careful
Family
Friends
Marriage
Speculation
Investments
Shipping
Warm hearted
Affectionate
Firm
Devout religious faith
Inclined to overestimate wealth
Few travels expect for a purpose
Sorrow through relatives
Chaste domestic partner and home-life

Venus:
Emotionally distant and cool
Good with money
Intuitive
Cultivated minded
Popularity
Benefits through opposite sex
Extra ordinary love affaires
Intrigues
Money through partnership
Companies
Banking
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Obliging
Chaste
Isolated
Idealistic and romantic
Intuitive
Fond of pleasure
Cultivated mind
Fond of pleasure
Popularity & benefit through opposite sex.

Saturn:
Improvident
Opinionative
Scientific
Liable to reversal
Refinement
Intellect
Acquisition through labor
Loss through partnership
Sorrow through separation of secret friend
Occult tendencies

Rahu:
Giddiness
Enmity
Quarrels
Unpleasant domestic environment
Fear and will suspect the partner
Will not trust anybody
Changes the occupation and also residence
Suffer from contagious disease
Mental unrest
High fever

Ketu:
Win in litigation
Acquire health
Increased pleasure
Power of position
Relationship with politician
Benefits from superiors
Success in all efforts

All predictions given hereafter are to be understood in light of the above observations and the fact that each 
result can be modified partly or fully by the transit position of various planets prevailing at any point of time.

Next Twenty Years: An Overview [till 31 Jul 2034]:
Very high profile career curve may occur with several fluctuations and challenges.
Initially savings and right investments lesser than possible but these get excellent later.
Your expectation will not be fulfill in very easy process.
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So you should do more hard work and consistent efforts for your professional attainments, then you will enjoy 
your life.
You should not share your feeling in spite of dearest friends.
Head and heart will work together very late in life.
Tendency to be ascetic will develop.
Too many changes in career, you will have to adjust with them.
You would be lucky in financial matters but loss through influence of enemies, especially with opposite sex.
You are unable to get gain in speculation or short term investments.
Problems in personal life will be there as well as start your social life.
You will gain much name and fame due to devotion and honesty towards work.
You will give the support with body, mind and money to social organization.
You will be having inclination towards spirituality along with meeting with spiritual person.
Marital relationship will be concern but getting physical support of her.
Her positive approach will always encourage you but should concern about health of her.
Pleasure of children may also be there.
They will get good success and establishments in their life along with good relationship.
But spatial gap may possible there.
Personal health will be indifferent through your life.
Functional and circulatory weakness may keep till terminal of life.

Breakdown of the next twenty years into nine effective sub periods:
Up to 07 Jul 2015: Balance of Rahu-Mars.
07 Jul 2015 to 24 Aug 2017: Jupiter-Jupiter.
24 Aug 2017 to 06 Mar 2020: Jupiter-Saturn.
06 Mar 2020 to 12 Jun 2022: Jupiter-Mercury.
12 Jun 2022 to 19 May 2023: Jupiter-Ketu.
19 May 2023 to 17 Jan 2026: Jupiter-Venus.
17 Jan 2026 to 10 Feb 2029: Jupiter-Sun to Mars.
10 Feb 2029 to 07 Jul 2031: Jupiter-Rahu.
07 Jul 2031 to 09 Jul 2034: Part of Saturn-Saturn.

Sub Period wise detailed readings:

Up to 07 Jul 2015: Balance of Rahu-Mars.

Career:
Running period would be continued as usual and professional surroundings would also be average.
Thats why there would not be any major changes in your professional prospects in remaining period of 2014.
So you will have to make yourself as per requirement of your professional environment because existing period 
would not be favorable for decision of professional change.
Working environment is also indicating resistance and restriction before Feb 2015 but you should try to maintain 
your concentration & discipline in existing organization under this period.
Post 14th Mar 2015 period would be beneficial for diversion from existing organization.
During Apr-May 2015, you may receive an opportunity by your regular efforts.
However this change will be better but you will have to maintain discipline with working projects.
In remaining period of Mars you should manage your work with carefully and try to finish tasks in organized way.
Overall professional track will go upwards.

Finance:
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Financial position would be continued as earlier in remaining period of 2014.
At starting of 2015 there would be a schedule professional enhancement along with financial growth.
So financial position will be going better in coming period.
But expenses would also be there thats why you may no able to save money under this period.
Expense would be more at pleasurable things.
But in whole period you should also avoid any short term or risky investments, otherwise such losses may there.

Love life:
Period would be average for relationships.
Such conflicts may affect your professional bond and relations.
Thats why working conditions will impact badly in personal life.
So you should be conscious and careful.

Marital life:
Professional life will affect your personal life.
So, period would be tough for conjugal life.
But positive attitude of spouse will encourage you.

Children:
Good period for growth of your children.

Health:
Health would be average.
Working pressure may increase headache and tension.
With this you should very conscious about your diet and food system.
Regular exercise and yoga would be supportive to maintain your health.

07 Jul 2015 to 24 Aug 2017: Jupiter-Jupiter.

Career:
This period will be better than earlier period by resolving your earlier problems.
By Oct 2015 there would be such changes in your working environment by changes of authorities, which would 
be favorable for you.
Thats why working environment would also be supportive by getting good relation with seniors and colleagues.
However your earlier professional position will be continued in remaining period of 2015.
You will have positive feelings in working life with progressed work.
During 1st half of 2016 earlier projects will be completed which would be profitable for you and this period will 
also beneficial for new prospect in career.
So you should very positive to see new professional breaks.
During Jul 2016 you will be succeed to get an opportunity may materialize under this period.
You should take it actively and positively.
By this change working profile would be better with good pay and perks.
Then you will able to do work freely and energetically but professional journeys might be frequent in remaining 
period of 2016.
The 1st quarter of 2017 would also be favorable to get attainments in professional life.
During this period your professional contacts will be increasing by your impressive and humble attitude.
You can utilize your contacts to finish your professional projects.
So you should utilize your abilities and finish your existing projects in well manner.
But post Apr 2017 working position would be stable but you are unable to get support of immediate boss due to 
such confusions.
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During 2nd quarter of 2017, you will have to do much hard work to achieve your professional targets.
You should pass this period very consciously otherwise such projects may be delayed, which may give stress 
and mental pressure.
Overall this period will be positive to enhance your position but such confusion may there in your professional 
relationship at the end of the period.

Finance:
Financial position will be improving gradually and go upwards.
Boost up in financial position with change of working environment during Jul 2016
But savings may get only better by systematic and regular investments.
Expenses would be more at journeys and lavish life.
During 2nd quarter of 2017 you should take care while monetary transition.
Some fluctuation in steadily income under this period due to unwanted expenses.
Overall this period would be progressive for professional development.

Love life:
Good period for personal and professional relation.
You will link with new relations.
Earlier dispute and differences would also be removed.
Good relation with friends and near & dear.
Pleasure of luxury will be there.
Work satisfaction and honor increase your personal life.

Marital life:
Positive period for intensification for marital life.
After your success your spouse will give more worth for your work.
If you are still together the status will remain highly volatile.
Keen of spouse and her emotions.

Children:
Overall growth will be decent.
Children's growth would be positive and progressive.

Health:
This period also indicates average health but better than earlier.
Health would be under controlled by regular precaution.
However functional ailments will be continuing as usual in remaining period.
So precautions must be required to maintain sound health.
You should overcome through regular exercise and precautions.

24 Aug 2017 to 06 Mar 2020: Jupiter-Saturn.

Career:
This period will start with good growth and success in your professional matters.
In remaining period of 2017 you will be having positive feelings due to reducing your earlier problems in career.
The starting of 2018 would be positive to start for searching good break in career.
During Jan-Feb 2018 you will be succeed to get an opportunity in your hand which would be materialize.
Working profile would be better with good pay and perks.
Working environment would also be supportive and positive.
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You will get many attainments and achievement in remaining period of 2018.
Although coming period would be positive for professional success but you are unable to get support of working 
associates due to such confusions.
During 1st half of 2018, you will have to do much hard work to achieve your professional targets.
You should pass this period very consciously otherwise you may also involve in such personal matters which 
may divert you.
With Jun 2019 existing problems will end by changes of unfavorable period.
Then your professional contacts may increase by your impressive and humble attitude.
You can utilize your contacts to finish your professional projects.
So you should utilize your abilities and finish your existing projects in well manner.
During 2nd half of 2019 you will be rewarded by your seniors for your professional expertise and devotion 
towards work.
Your working position and reputation will increase your working environment.
In this period you will really enjoy your working profile and support of superiors.
Up to Feb 2020 you will be continuing your work with schedule growth and success.

Finance:
Financial position will be improving gradually.
Boost up in financial position with betterment in of job during Jan-Feb 2018.
But savings would be better now by systematic investments.
Expenses would be more at journeys and lavish life.
So you should control your extravagance and unwanted expenses.
During 2019 you should take care while lending money to others.
Some fluctuation may there in steadily income under this period due to unwanted expenses.
Savings may also restricted by unwanted expenses.
Risky investments must be avoided in remaining period of Saturn.
No speculation otherwise loss through it.
Some losses may there through sub-ordinates or more extravagance on built up the resources till Feb 2020.

Love life:
Average period for professional relationship.
You should always try to balance in your relationship.
You should try to receive the support of working associates.
Balanced approach will be only profitable to get happiness and security in life.

Marital life:
Mutual understanding will be required.
Proper communication and frankness would be important about your life plans.
Take you relationship with positive approach.
You should not become hasty about issues in personal life.

Children:
Children's growth would be positive and progressive.
They will able to attain their targets under this period.

Health:
This period also indicates average health.
During 2nd half of 2019 you should be careful about infectious ailments and sitting posture, otherwise this period
may give problems related to backache or jaundice.
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With this you should also careful during drive vehicle very consciously.
Otherwise some little injury may possible.
Headache and stress will also increase by pressure of work.
Precautions must be required to live safe and sound health.

06 Mar 2020 to 12 Jun 2022: Jupiter-Mercury.

Career:
Professional growth would be continued as previously and get positive environment for work in remaining period 
of 2020.
Your professional relations will improve and get regular support from seniors or authorities.
You will do work in well manner and get recognition of work also.
Your seniors will be supporting due to influence of your good attitude and dedication towards work.
But with Sep 2020 working conditions would be average by change of team members or seniors.
Such betterment may possible by your positive efforts during Jan 2021.
But this positive period will not run in long term and by Feb 2021 pressure will be increasing at you.
Working environment might be tough due to change of working profile and position.
Up to Sep 2021 opponents may dominate at your work and it develops acute obstacles in your running projects.
You may feel harass which may divert from your regular path.
This would be real examination for you to survive in existing environment up to Oct 2021.
During this period you should do work patiently and continue your hard efforts that would be profitable for 
professional growth in future.
With Feb 2022 you will meet with such new professional persons which would be very important to get next 
better changes in career.
With this change you will get back some of your good sense and rationality from this stage.
In remaining period of 2022 you should focus better on the right directions & priorities along with keep your ego 
under control.
You will get back into focus towards work and people around you but take it positively this change.
Overall there would be ups and down in your professional path and demands careful attitude.

Finance:
Stable income would be there and there would not be any positive change in the source of income up to end of 
2020.
And during 2021 you will unable to control your expenditures on unusual things.
Extravagance will be there on pleasurable and required things also.
This is not the right time to be adamant on any issue including finance.
With Feb 2022 period will again favorable for your financial growth and investments.
Remaining period of 2022 would be profitable for good financial strength.

Love life:
New relationships may occur.
Understanding and attachment will be increasing with new professional friends.
Due to regular success, life will also be happy.
Professional success will also increases it and give more happiness.
Some disturbance will be there due to traveling.

Marital life:
Sacrifice must be required on issues of marital relation.
In spite of no big problems will be there.
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In this period marital relation will be improved.
Good understanding will be there.

Children:
Overall growth of children will be decent.
But in professional level, this period would b quite stable for them.

Health:
Average period for health.
Ailments related to infection and disturbance in proper functioning of stomach organs.
Blood pressure may develop in the mid of 2021, which may affect your regular health.
Medical consultancy is required during time-intervals.
You should overcome through regular exercise and precautions.

12 Jun 2022 to 19 May 2023: Jupiter-Ketu.

Career:
Working environment would be tough and required proper management in professional and personal life.
So you may feel much pressure of work due to hectic working environment.
Up to Dec 2022 you should conscious in professional relationship otherwise any person may misuse your power 
in bad term.
Things would be better now and you will attach with new project in professional life with Jan 2023.
Your intellect and creativity will function at their peak now.
These projects would be supportive to give professional and positional attainment.
Your professional journeys will also be favorable and all things will go upwards.
Working area and responsibility may also enhance by getting new projects in hand, which will better path in your 
professional prospects.
In remaining period of 2023 condition will be most fortunate for you.
Overall this period will be beneficial for good experience and contacts in professional life but you should not keep
more expectations of extra money.

Finance:
Financial position will be improving gradually.
Savings would be better now by systematic investments.
Expenses would be more at journeys and lavish life
You will get betterment in your regular income with Feb 2023.
Your living standard will increase through professional enhancement.
But in remaining period you should control your extravagance and unwanted expenses.

Love life:
This will also improve yours family relationship.
Most such relationships will be formed recently.
Your working position will be improved also.
But you will have to changes in your attitude towards working partners as colleagues, sub-ordinates.

Marital life:
You will receive positive support of spouse.
Martial relationship will get boost.
You should be serious with home pleasure.
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Maintain the love and harmony.

Children:
Overall growth will be decent.
Relation with children will also be positive.

Health:
Routine health would be stable.
But medicine and precaution would be continued as usual.
Functional ailments will also be increasing by pressure of work.
You should overcome through regular exercise and precautions.
Overall period would be good for physical health.

19 May 2023 to 17 Jan 2026: Jupiter-Venus.

Career:
This period would be valuable for your professional enhancement and dignity of position.
In remaining period of 2023 existing environment would be good for doing work and get expected outcome of 
your efforts.
Through this attitude you can achieve more success up to May 2024.
But in Apr 2024 discipline must be required along with organized and systematic work.
There would be much professional pressure by new professional responsibilities.
Such little communication gap may possible with colleagues and sub-ordinates during May 2024 to Jan 2025, 
due to this reason you will unable to concentrate towards your work.
You should balance yourself by determination and dedication towards work under this period.
Earlier problems will be removing quickly by starting of 2025.
But such unwanted issues will be running frequently which may disturb your routine life in whole period.
So you should take this period very carefully otherwise hidden opponents may obstruct your path.
Your searching attitude will help you to attain another growth point in your career mid of 2025.
Again in Jul 2025 you can get very prosperous position by your personal efforts.
The remaining period of 2025, you can be professionally successful person by hard efforts and responsible 
manner.
In respect of changing position your working place may change or would be such long journeys due to 
professional work but it would be beneficial for your professional life.
Your desired would be fulfilled and this is right time to apply your plans in the way of profession.
Overall this period will be good for your name & fame.

Finance:
Regular personal gains will increase during last quarter of 2023.
Saving will be better than earlier period but extravagance will be continued, which may disturb your expected 
saving and financial position.
The year of 2024 will not advantageous for high transition of money.
You should especially conscious about money matter because some losses will occur.
But post Feb 2025 chances of elevation in your income through upgrading position at mentioned period.
Your earlier investments will give you some profits.
The remaining period of 2025 will be fruitful for good profits and gain in your regular income along with 
strengthening wealth.

Love life:
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Attention of everyone will be very positive towards your work.
You can utilize your earlier and present contacts.
Success in work will give you happiness in life.
Your social value will increase during this period.
Generate mutual understanding with others.

Marital life:
Get the happiness by spouse support.
Her encouragement will always support you for getting target of life.
Her fortunate will also promote you in professional life.

Children:
Remarkable period for childrenâ€™s, they will get some achievements in his life.
This will also enhance your prestige in society.
They will enjoy this phase of life.

Health:
Not good period for health.
Continue regular problems in health.
Your regular illness may change in disease if you have not taken proper precaution during this period.
So you should conscious about advice of doctor and safeguard.

17 Jan 2026 to 10 Feb 2029: Jupiter-Sun to Mars.

Career:
There would be multiple challenges in your professional life along with normal growth.
Period will be average and continued as usual for your professional matter up to Nov 2026.
During these years you will have power and authority in work.
But you should not use it in illegal way, otherwise you can face critical situation in career.
With Dec 2026, your professional activities would be decreasing day by day.
And you will unable to give extra time to your professional deeds.
Post Jan 2027 will be below average with a lot of health issues complicating your career scene.
Health will not support you for further work.
So, at the mid of 2027 you should take retirement from your responsibility.

Finance:
Regular growth would be there in persistently income in remaining period of 2026.
At mid of 2027 regular income will stop with end of your professional life but there would be good return through 
earlier profits.
Expenses will be very high for your expensive style, medical measures and increased outlay on the home front.
This period will also good to donation huge money to social organization.
New investments must be avoided otherwise losses may possible in remaining period of 2027 and 2028.
But overall this period would be supportive to maintain good financial status by profits and return through earlier 
investment.

Love life:
Liberal in your social life.
Much flattery and many pleasures for you.
Realize the futility as early as possible.
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Inclination towards social work will give you satisfaction and peace in mind.
Spiritual inclination would also be there and that would be beneficial for inner-strength.

Marital life:
Bad for her health.
The mid of 2026 would be most harmful for your bonding.
So you should very careful and conscious about him.

Children:
Good period for establishment for them.
Such good news may also be there related to growth of personal life.
You have good relation with them.

Health:
Before Nov 2026 problems will be balanced but post this period health will tough.
Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments with starting of 2027.
Regular precaution would be supportive to maintain your health.
But sudden problems or injuries may also possible post Aug 2027 but it would be under controlled by intensive 
care.
You can overcome as soon as through advice of doctors and regular precautions during 2028.
Yoga and exercise may also fruitful to overcome your health problems.

10 Feb 2029 to 07 Jul 2031: Jupiter-Rahu.

Finance:
Financial status will be continued as earlier in period of 2029.
But during 2030 period would not be good to face any type of financial risk.
Otherwise there would be huge losses and this money would not be returned.
In 1st half of 2031 medical and such unwanted expenses will be increasing, you should prepare for it.

Love life:
You will get the good support by dear ones.
But you should not possessive and over dominate in any relations.
Otherwise some precious relations may break at this stage.
Then you will feel aloofness around you.

Children:
Relationship with them would be good.
Support of them will encourage your will and giving much happiness in life.

Health:
Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments.
Heart weakness, gradual loss of immune system and increase sugar efficiency will be prominent.
Many functional ailments would be occurred.
Health will decline steadily.

07 Jul 2031 to 09 Jul 2034: Part of Saturn-Saturn.

Finance:
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Gain through earlier investments will be quite handsome as long as it lasts during 2032 and 2033.
Income from your savings, assets and properties will be huge and more than you can actually put to use.
Your expenses will be much lesser now except for medical ones.
You should secure from lending money to other especially post Sep 2033 onwards.
Otherwise there would be huge losses during 1st half of 2034 and this money would not be returned.
Medical and such unwanted expenses will be increasing, you should prepare for it.

Love life:
You should be liberal towards your social life.
Much flattery and many pleasures for you.
Realize the futility as early as possible.
Inclination towards social work will give you satisfaction and peace in mind.
Spiritual inclination would also be there and that would be beneficial for inner-strength.

Children:
The growth of them will be at good pace.
Children will grow well and will get all possible cares and attention from them.

Health:
Health will decline steadily.
From Jul 2031 growth of cists and gradual loss of vitality will be prominent.
Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments.
The 2nd half of 2032 may be a very critical phase for your health.
Health can reach a typical stage at time of Sep 2033 to Feb 2034.
If you overcome your health by proper precautions and intensive treatment then you can survive at mid of 2034.
But medicine would be continued as earlier.

Suggestions on what to accept as karmic and what to do to improve luck
and success:
Karmic results:
You will tend to go to one extreme or the other in any matter and will not be in the middle of the road.
This will obviously produce many negative situations.
Also your nature and attitude will tend to be rather cruel and stern.
You will be impatient and your physical vitality will be disturbed leading to physical sufferings.
You will often find that you have no energy left with you when you have a lot to do and also the vice versa.
It is important to moderate such feelings and reactions in some way or the other.
Ways to improve your luck and success rate:
Maintain equilibrium of mind.
Avoid ego clash.
Avoid tendency for power struggle.
Cooperate to get cooperation.
Prefer team work.
Have free and fair discussion with spouse.

Remedies for success and to avoid setbacks:
You should worship god Vishnu by chanting Om Namo Bhagvateh Vasudevayeh Namah on everyday, as 
frequently as possible, the more the better.
Even silent chanting will do.
Worship Sun God every morning by offering water.
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Donate to poor people.

Best Regards,
 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

 Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist. Any 
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.

You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports

         Specific questions Career-questions  
Health –questions Urgent Questions  
Love Questions
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